The Neutralizer™
Nature’s Solution to Cell Phone Microwaves
Dr. Glen Rein at Quantum Biology Research Labs, proved that long‐term exposure to low‐level EMFs from cell
phones can have harmful effects on the brain and body.
Suitable for any electronic device including computer monitors and wireless transmitters, the scientifically
demonstrated Neutralizer, provides you and your family with the highest level of protection against the potential
harmful effects of cell phone radiation. The rare earth minerals in the Neutralizer works by reducing the cell
phone microwave, to a body friendly frequency.
Three micro‐thin layers of rare activated earth elements –
our thinnest, most effective Neutralizer yet.
Studies Prove Cell Phone Radiation Causes Damage to DNA
•
•
•
•

Casual use of a cell phone can damage the DNA in sensitive areas of your brain.
1
Levels at which damage occurs can be as low as .024 ‐ .0024 W/kg, much lower than any cell phone.
Using an ear‐piece will not keep you safe from EMF exposure. Ear pieces act as “conduits” to funnel as
2
much as 3 times the harmful radiation to your brain.
3
DNA damage from EMF exposure is cumulative, increasing your risk each time you use your phone.

The Science
A landmark study by Dr. Henry Lai of the University of Washington showed that even at low levels, exposure to
EMF/RF caused DNA damage to brain cells of rats, resulting in loss of short and long‐term memory and slower
4
learning. A study at Penn State University concluded that EMF exposure produced no effect for the “first few
5
minutes… then a cascade of microbial destruction occurs.” The Aulterra Neutralizer is the only product on the
market with invitro studies that prove human DNA can be protected from the damaging effects of EMF/RF. “It
turns out that a call lasting just two minutes can open the “blood‐brain barrier” in kids as well as adults, allowing
toxins in the bloodstream to cross this blood vessel gateway into the skull and attack brain cells. The same two‐
minute cell phone exposure also disrupts the natural electrical activity of a child’s brain for up to an hour
afterwards.” Thomas William, “Cell Phones Hurt Children Even Worse Than Adults,” Convergence Weekly, July
2003.
In a June 2006 study by Dr. Rein, cell phone radiation was measured with and without the Aulterra Neutralizer.
The main peak in radiation was reduced by half while smaller peaks over the open line were eliminated. Man‐
made electromagnetic and radio frequencies (EMFs/RFs) produce chaotic energy of a different frequency than
natural EMFs. Man‐made EMFs can disrupt or distort human energy patterns that can be dangerous to human
health. The Aulterra Neutralizer is a proprietary blend of activated paramagnetic and diamagnetic elements which
neutralize the effect of man‐made EMF exposure on human DNA. Noted DNA researcher Dr. Glen Rein of Quantum
Biological Lab, recently completed a study in which he concluded: “the natural coherent energy emanating from
the Neutralizer mitigated the incoherent energy from the man‐made EMF, rendering it harmless to human DNA.”
The Neutralizer will not interfere with the functioning of your cell phone.
Unlike other EMF blocking devices, the Aulterra Neutralizer will not affect cellular phone reception or transmission.
Your phone will still transmit properly but it will no longer be hazardous to your DNA and your health.
The Neutralizer will work on any cellular phone
• The Neutralizer is effective against harmful EMF/RF radiation with any style of cellular phone
• Any antenna style
• Any brand or model
• Digital, analog or dual mode phones
• New models as well as older styles

The Neutralizer is convenient and easy to use

There is no complicated installation procedure with the Neutralizer. Just peel the backing from the disc and apply
to any flat, smooth surface on your cell phone or other electronic device. The adhesive will stick to almost any
surface, providing constant protection for as long as it remains on the device.
The Neutralizer’s pleasant holographic design is attractive on any electronic device. Place it on the front, sides or
back of any electronic equipment according to your preference. Place it inside the battery compartment or on the
back of a cell phone.
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